
 

Traktor DJ Studio v2.5.3 is the latest release of our pro-level DJ software, with powerful features for professional DJs and
remixers. Build your set in one app, then bring it to the club through our partnership with Native Instruments' pro audio gear and
access NI's world-leading sample library. Traktor DJ Studio v2.5.3 has all the essential tools you need for creating top level
mixes at home or in clubs. Use the built-in, auto BPM-sync'd sampler for creating DJ drops, loops, and beats on the fly. Record
hot new tracks from your vinyl or CDs to your computer's hard drive. Mix with pro effects like Beat Blend for seamless
transitions between tracks, and Flux mode for creating unique blends. And if you're serious about remixing (and who isn't?), the
next generation of Remix Decks makes it easy to use loops and samples in unprecedented ways. The remix deck remix features
allow you to create stutters, reverses, chops and more – all with pro-level effects like Reverse Delay, Flanger and more. Remix
your tracks on the fly and save your new creations back to your hard drive for use in future mix sessions. In the past, DJs have
been forced to choose between Traktor DJ Studio's powerful DJ mixing capabilities and Native Instruments' world-leading
audio gear. Now, with a Traktor Pro 2 + Komplete Audio 6 bundle from Sweetwater, you get both! From powerful audio
interfaces to digital sound processors to some of the most powerful DJ hardware on the planet, Native Instruments opens up a
world of possibilities for Traktor DJ Studio v2.5.3 users. Check out our article on using Traktor with Native Instruments' pro
audio products here: https://www.sweetwater. com/news/article/The-Power-Of-Traktor-And-Native-Instruments/1135763
Includes Traktor Pro 2, Traktor Kontrol S4, Traktor Kontrol X1 MK2, Traktor Kontrol X1 MK3, Akai Professional MPK Mini
MK2, Alesis SampleTank 6 MKII , Alesis SampleTank 4 DJ , Denon DJ DN-SL12 , Pioneer DDJ SZ DVS enthusiasts can use
the included VST for virtual instruments in their DAW. Includes all necessary software products for your computer to run with
Traktor Pro 2 and Komplete Audio 6 . This bundle includes Traktor Pro 2, Traktor DJ Studio 2.5.3 , Komplete Audio 6 and all
necessary software products for your computer to run with the included software products. The USB interface would be one of
the interfaces listed in the hardware section below. The control vinyl would be the S4MK2 or X1 MK3 depending on which
interface you purchased above (the control vinyl is not included). Please follow this link to purchase your hardware bundle:
https://www.sweetwater.
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